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Short And Sweet
Short and Sweets is the story of two cops who happen to be dwarves, or little people. The story takes place in Las Vegas, Nevada. Short and Sweets is the author’s seventeenth
self-published book.
Contains 55 short skits for teenagers to perform.
Microlearning. Is it a text message or a video? Does it need to be shorter than five minutes? Is it just "chunking" a course into smaller pieces? Find the answers to these
questions and more in Microlearning: Short and Sweet. Authors Karl M. Kapp and Robyn A. Defelice go beyond the hypothetical and offer tips on putting microlearning into
action, perfect for the most- and least-informed on the topic.
This, the Sixth book in the Short and Sweet series, focuses on on mothers, fathers, and grandparents as 60 authors share families' stories of grace, forgiveness, loyalty, respect,
support, vulnerability, love, laughter, and faith, .
The stories that I offer you, are a compilation of many subjects, thoughts and emotions. They are, when viewed in their entirety, a veritable snapshot of my life on this planet.
There are stories that have happy endings and, alas, many with sad conclusions. There are many animal, nature and sports stories and, best of all, stories about aquatic life
(fish). As I have encountered life’s mysteries throughout my life’s journey of 86 years, I have recorded the psychological, emotional and physical impact on the human and
animal world.
Sweet With a Little Heat Short Story Collection features five individually published, sweet-ish short stories/novelettes: He was The One. Then he dumped me. Now, three years
later, he wants a second chance. He's crazy if he thinks he's going to win over the heart he broke before. Right? Second Chance Boy is a college romance/ chick lit short story:
12,100 words. A sweeter version of this title is under the pen name Kate Russell. Honor is pregnant, and her ex-boyfriend is MIA. But she's going to track him down and tell him
tonight if it's the last thing she does. Oh, and then she's going to tell her conservative Christian family about the baby. No biggie. Right? His Expectant Ex is a contemporary
romance/ women's fiction short story: 7,100 words. A sweeter version of this title is published under the pen name Kate Russell. Penny Martin's college freshman year is starting
off on the wrong foot. She hates her passive-aggressive roommate, thinks her Spanish professor should be committed, and meets her arch nemesis, Surfer Boy. But is Surfer
Boy more than he seems? Penny's about to find out. Love Will Find You is a new adult romance short story: 12,300 words. A sweeter version of this story is published under the
title Penny by Kate Russell. I wasn't thrilled when my mother told me she was getting married again. It wasn't until I met Future Husband #5 that I also met his son. Riley got my
attention, that's for sure. Is it a mistake that we're going out? Or are we on our way to forever? Me and Mr. Jones is a contemporary romance short story: 7,400 words. A sweeter
version of this title is published under the pen name Kate Russell. When I was 16, I was in love with my best friend's older brother. And I do mean older. He kissed the fire out of
me, but then let me go. Now 8 years later, he's interested. If I give him another chance will he break my heart again? Or will I get my happily ever after? Choosing You Again is a
romantic comedy/ chick lit novella: 18,200 words. A sweet version of this title is published under the pen name Kate Russell. Keywords: contemporary romance, new adult
romance, college romance, chick lit, romantic comedy, second chance, enemies to lovers, opposites attract, friends to lovers, baby
"Every story has a happy ending." "All's well that ends well." Right? Well, what if it isn't? A delectable Biryani that feels a little too tangy on your palate; a son emulates his father
but a little differently, eluding his tryst with destiny; a struggling artist takes a detour via a road not taken, and that makes all the difference; star-crossed lovers defy all odds to
stay together and entwine as they never imagined; an unbreakable bond of friendship between two friends that leaves one of them unusually incomplete.Short, Not So Sweet is a
collection of 14 short stories that will stoke an unsettling whirlpool of emotions within you. Each story will resonate with the reader and leave a strong lingering afterimage. Are
you game for a soul-stirring rollercoaster ride of words?
A Short & Sweet Christmas, Level 3 offers an attractive and practical supplement of the most requested Christmas themes for the beginner. The music is carefully arranged
making pieces easily attainable while helping to motivate and sustain student interest. Treasury of seven most-requested themes: Angels We Have Heard on High * Away in a
Manger * Carol of the Bells * Deck the Hall * First Noel * Jingle Bells * We Three Kings of Orient Are
flash fiction stories
complete silliness in the time of corona
Sweet is a young girl who is all alone and no one to depend on. The looks of a angel makes all things obtainable but her determination of a beast makes all things hers. Sweet
lost her parents a year apart from each other and now is out to obtain the life style she has been accustomed to. Sweet meets Money along the way and he propositioned her a
come up that was too easy. Now all she has to do is see if everything runs smoothly or does she have enemies she never even knew of.
An eclectic array of traditional and gourmet meals and desserts. This book is culturally sound with recipes from Portuguese, French, Italian, and Asian cuisine. Some examples
are Chicken Francois, Carne de Porco Alentjana, Asian Beef, as well as Tiramisu, Rice Pudding, and Creme Brule. This cookbook has something for everyone! Furthermore, a
portion of the proceeds are donated to local schools and businesses.
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Fifteen short fantasy tales, full of romance and adventure. Can be read whenever, wherever.But try to stay in order.
The simple, to the point guide for navigating higher education. From community college to university, admissions to financial aid, learn about your options and the steps involved.
Short and sweet, for small personsShort & SweetSophisticated Desserts in 30 Minutes Or LessHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
The renowned baker and author of The Handmade Loaf presents the ultimate baking compendium, an Andre Simon Food Book Award–winner. Dan Lepard’s innovative and earthy approach
has made him the baker that every top chef wants in their kitchen. Now, with this comprehensive how-to-bake book, you’ll be baking cakes, pastries, breads, and cookies with him by your
side. Drawin together his best recipes, Dan imparts his unique methodologies, combining contemporary food science with old-fashioned kitchen wisdom. Guiding you through the crispest
flatbreads, blue cheese and oatmeal biscuits, gluten-free white loaves, savoury leek and smoked haddock pies, caramel sweets, frostings, simple scones and pumpkin and ginger cupcakes,
Short and Sweet has everything from updated classics to the latest in allergen-friendly baking. If baking is therapy, let Dan be your life coach. Beyond teaching a wide range of techniques, he
teaches you how to improve on your successes, transforming the merely good to the unforgettably delicious.
Pure Romance Collection Part 1 & 2 8 Sweet Romance Short Stories. Please note that each of these short stories can all be bought as a standalone single story, as well as in parts 1 and 2.
Total word count 46,016. To Love a Difficult Man Natalie works as a personal assistant for Sam Stewart, a famous and successful artist. Sam has always been difficult to work and live with,
but Natalie is grateful to him for giving her the job, which has provided her with valuable work experience and an opportunity to travel the world. The Persistent Billionaire Joshua Fisher is a
billionaire businessman who, without fail, every week eats at Karen and her father’s café. Over time, Karen has become on more familiar terms with Joshua, although she is keen to keep him
at arm’s length whenever she feels unsettled by his presence. Husband Material Richard and Caroline have been friends for many years now, having once been very close when they lived
together as flat mates. As the years have gone by and they have stayed in contact, Richard finally realises that Caroline means a lot to him: She is the only woman that he has ever loved and
cared about. All he has to do now is convince Caroline to his own way of thinking and win her over! Running from Mr Adonis Christina is totally in awe of Gregory Brown aka Mr Adonis. Every
time she is near him, she is reduced to a giddy teenager, which makes things slightly awkward for her as his personal shopper! The Surprise Date After celebrating her best friend Helen’s
wedding, Julia is making an effort to improve her love life. Having signed up for online dating months ago, she now thinks she has met someone special – a man called Dean, who might just
be able to claim her heart. Getting the Boss’s Attention From the moment Helen set eyes on her boss, Ben, she knew they were destined to end up together. The only problem was that
getting Ben’s attention proved to be an extremely difficult task to accomplish. His entire focus seemed to be fixed on his work, with socialising not a priority in his life. The Secret Billionaire
Jessica meets an extremely handsome stranger while sitting and minding her own business on the train. The Reluctant Damsel in Distress Both Annabel and Gavin find their lives changing
the moment they dramatically meet after Gavin nearly runs her over in the middle of the road!
Pure Romance Collection Part One: 4 Sweet Romance Short Stories. Please note that each of these stories can be bought as a standalone separate story. Total word count 23,267. To Love a
Difficult Man Natalie works as a personal assistant for Sam Stewart, a famous and successful artist. Sam has always been difficult to work and live with, but Natalie is grateful to him for giving
her the job, which has provided her with valuable work experience and an opportunity to travel the world. But now after two years, Natalie wants to leave Sam’s employment and plan for her
long-term future. Sam is not impressed by her resignation, and tells her as much! Used to getting his way in all things, he is taken by surprise when Natalie challenges his wishes. Then to
make their relationship even more complicated, they share a passionate moment in New York, which changes things between them. Will Natalie be able to acknowledge the real reason why
she wants to put as much distance between Sam and herself? And will Sam admit what’s behind his deep frustration and do something about it… before it’s too late? The Persistent Billionaire
Joshua Fisher is a billionaire businessman who, without fail, every week eats at Karen and her father’s café. Over time, Karen has become on more familiar terms with Joshua, although she is
keen to keep him at arm’s length whenever she feels unsettled by his presence. But now she can no longer avoid a confrontation with Joshua as he proposes to buy out her father from his
business, which has been a labour of love and hard work for her Dad for over twenty years. Karen’s father becomes distressed with the news, with the result that Karen sees no alternative but
to march to Joshua’s office and appeal to him to forget about his plans, despite the fact that Joshua has an annoying habit of unnerving her at the best of times. Now Karen is to find that by
letting her guard down and facing Joshua directly, she has opened up a new exciting opportunity that may just lead to her own happiness! Husband Material Richard and Caroline have been
friends for many years now, having once been very close when they lived together as flat mates. As the years have gone by and they have stayed in contact, Richard finally realises that
Caroline means a lot to him: She is the only woman that he has ever loved and cared about. All he has to do now is convince Caroline to his own way of thinking and win her over! Richard’s
mission will not be easy. Caroline already has set notions about him not being husband material. But even she cannot deny the mental and physical chemistry that they share between them.
And it may be only a matter of time before she realises her own true feelings! Running from Mr Adonis Christina is totally in awe of Gregory Brown aka Mr Adonis. Every time she is near him,
she is reduced to a giddy teenager, which makes things slightly awkward for her as his personal shopper! Now even more nerve wracking, she has accepted an invitation to his exclusive
party. There, she competes with her friend Becky, who is equally smitten with Gregory, to win his attention. What follows from the party leaves Christina completely confused. Gregory makes a
confession that he has fallen hard for her, after seeing her from the shop window where she works some time ago. But how can his declaration be true, after Becky makes it known to her that
Gregory spent the night with her and the next morning! Could Gregory really be a liar and womaniser? With her preference for an easier, drama free life, can Christina really let her defences
down and run away from the intense feelings that appear to exist between both Gregory and her, and instead accept them and fight for a possible future together?

The latest editions to the versatile and economical series from Schaum. Students will have fun playing these easy pieces, which are ideal for recitals. The smart choices and
short length of each book (10 pages) creates an attractive and practical supplement. The music is carefully arranged making pieces easily attainable while helping to motivate
and sustain the student's interest. Compiled, edited and arranged by Wesley Schaum and Jeff Schaum. Short and Sweet Circus, Level3 has five fun-to-play pieces: Burr's
Trimphal March (Alexander) * Clowns (Losey) * Entry of the Gladiators (Fucik) * Steam Calliope ("Over the Waves"/Rosas) * Trapeze Artistry ("Man on the Flying Trapeze"/Lyle).
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Five deliciously spooky solos by contemporary composers. Titles: Frosty Moon * Galloping Ghosts * Spooky Forest * Trick or Treat Parade * Troll Patrol.
The James Beard Award-winning former columnist for Bon Appétit introduces a collection of simple and sophisticated dessert recipes that can be prepared in less than half an
hour, including such treats as Peanut Butter Mousse, Hot Fudge Pudding Cake, Raspberry-White Chocolate Souffle, and more. Reprint.
Dear Reader, It is said that every exceptional accomplishment in human history has been performed in the state of flow. "Being in the Zone" or "in the flow" describe the condition
of absolute mastery. Being one with life, fully immersed in the activity you are doing, purposefully driven in alignment with your life's legacy - this is the flow state. Read in this
book further what it is and how you can easily get into flow, to make all your projects flourish in absolute mastery now.
The longest poem in Short and Sweet is thirteen lines and the shortest has no lines at all. Arranged as a kind of countdown, the anthology illustrates how the short poem can tell
a story, capture an instance, present a complex argument and be packed with as much passion, wisdom and music as we might desire from a piece of writing. In his
characteristically quick-witted introduction, 'Precious Little', Simon Armitage contemplates how poets over several centuries have practised brevity in their work.
Students will have fun playing easy arrangements of these 8 fun to play action solos. The Smart Choices and Short Length (10 pages of music) creates an attractive and practical
supplement.
An updated guide to child care offers practical information and advice for parents on the first year in their child's life, covering such topics as bonding with an infant, feeding, child-proofing, toy selection,
communication, infant development, common childhood ailments, first aid procedures, and more. Original.
THE STORIES: A delightful collection of monologues for young actors, SHORT AND SWEET explores subjects as diverse as bullies, first kisses, fat camp and diaries, and even turns an unblinking eye
towards that most vexing of questions--how you can lov
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